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Preface

It is now two years since we last met at Castle Hofen to discuss important topics involved with electronic voting. Back then it was intended to bring together interested people in e-voting. What was first planned as a sole academic meeting in the field of information technology has fast become a get-together of academia, administration and vendors in the field. This is for sure due to the high level of interdisciplinary and high interest on all sides.

Two years ago we listened to the presentation of the Council of Europe recommendation on legal, technical and organisational on electronic voting or many other ambitious plans on implementing electronic voting.

Looking at this year’s contributions we can easily see the fast development the field has undertaken. First of all thanks to the support of the Council of Europe our meeting serves as an academic review meeting for the back then discussed recommendation. Second we also have first empirical data on the actual use of e-voting in legally binding political elections and deal with so important topics like the observation of electronic voting. It is also good to see that the discussion on electronic voting is becoming a global one. While in 2004 the attendees of the workshop came from 11 countries, this year we have participants coming from nearly 30 different countries as far away like New Zealand or Brazil.

For our call of papers we received over 40 submissions of which we had to select the 20 best for presentation. This was done in a double-blind review process which wouldn’t have been possible without the tremendous effort the programme committee members and the additional reviewers put in the process.

Special thanks go to the Council of Europe for their support in organizing this conference. I wish to thank Simon French, Wolfgang Polasek, David Rios, and Simon French as well as the remaining members of the TED steering committee for supporting once more our workshop.

Further thanks go to the German Society of Informatics and the Lecture Notes in Informatics editorial board under Prof. Mayr and Jürgen Kuck from Köllen Publishers who made it possible to print the workshop proceedings in such a perfect manner. We are also indebted to the Austrian Computer Society, the Federal Computing Centre for their continued support.

Without the help of the programme committee, especially Nadja Braun and Thomas Buchsbaum, who were always available with their advice that helped making the workshop look the way it has today.

Finally I would like to thank Terry Davis general secretary of the Council of Europe and Jürgen Weiss vice chairman of the Austrian Federal Council that the conference can take place under their auspices.

Vienna, August 2006    Robert Krimmer
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